
Artist Profile – Nari Ward  
 
b. 1963 St. Andrews, Jamaica; lives and works in New York City  
 
 Ward attended City University of New York, Hunter college where he received his BA in 
1989, and later attended City University of New York, Brooklyn College where he received his 
MFA in 1992. Ward has received numerous awards that include the Pollock-Krasner Foundation 
Grant, the Joyce Award, and the Rome Prize.  

Ward is known for his sculptural installations that use discarded material he found in his 
neighborhood. Objects include baby strollers, shopping carts, bottles, doors, TV sets, shoelaces, 
and many more. Ward put these objects in juxtaposing situations to comment on social and 
political issues surrounding race, poverty, and consumer culture. Although he speaks to these 
issues, Ward wants to the let the viewer make their own interpretation.   
 Ward’s first installation was titled Amazing Grace and was composed of found objects, 
trash, discarded objects, and other mixed media. The main object was strollers, Ward collected 
around one hundred to one hundred and fifty strollers from around Harlem and Manhattan 
that were aged and dated to fit with the exhibition. Ward created a path in the exhibition space 
that allowed viewers to take a nostalgic lap through the objects to bring up feelings of long-
forgotten memories of childhood. Another piece of Amazing Grace are the fire hoses that are 
connected by knots to help create the path, as viewers follow Ward’s path they are played 
Amazing Grace by a gospel singer to set the mood for the thought-provoking and nostalgic 
walk.  
 Two other installations are titled Mango Tourist and Breathing Directions. Mango 
Tourist uses found objects but subverts the actual purpose of the item to transform everyday 
objects into visual markers with symbolic and narrative meanings. Breathing Directions was 
inspired by a trip Ward took to a church in Georgia, the church was a stop during the 
Underground Railroad and contained floorboards with symbols made out of large holes to help 
slaves escape and breath safely. Ward used these floor symbols to show his feelings while 
visiting this church.  
 Examples of Ward’s work include an image from Amazing Grace (1), Mango Tourist (2), 
and Breathing Directions (3). 
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